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Talking Tom Gold Run is the new Android runner from Outfit7, which gave us hits such as My Talking Angela and Swamp Attack. In his new creation, the player will have to control a continuously running cat that pursues the thief who stole his bag of gold. The gameplay is to build and arrange housing for Tom and his
friends. To upgrade, you need to earn game currency by participating in the pursuit of stolen bullion. As with other similar runners, the victory depends directly on the skill of the player and the distance traveled. In addition to gold, the line often needs crystals that can be earned by breaking into special safes scattered
around locations. In Talking Tom Gold Run, as in Subway Surfers, there are many different improvements that make it easier to collect game currency. They can be found during the races, as well as purchased in the game store. The most common bonus is the magnet, which perfectly attracts gold bars when the
character is nearby. Improve the first houses are quite simple, but the higher the level, the more bullion and crystals you will need to switch to new locations. The graphics in the game do not stand out. These are all the same drawn textures and cartoon characters that can be found in games of this genre. Control is
carried out by gestures, which the user learns about literally from the first minutes of the game. Talking Tom Gold Run is not original, as there are quite a lot of similar applications in Google Play. However, a well-developed system of improvements and site upgrades distinguishes this runner from the competition.
Recommended exclusively to fans of the genre. Andro-Mod Games Mod , Talking Tom Gold Run (MOD, Unlimited Money) Talking Tom Gold Run is an unpretentious casual arcade game dedicated to finding treasures stolen by robbers in Endless Runner mode. Developers from Outfit7 Limited offer to explore unknown
worlds, look at the narrow streets of cities and compete for the leading position in the ranking on Android. You have to compete and look for stolen in cooperation with Tom - a fearless cat is ready to chase robbers without lunch breaks! And hacking Talking Tom Gold Run will help turn each race into a triumphant
procession for the gold medal. And let the whole world wait! by Rexdl October 8, 2020Ka version: 4.7.0.766File Size: 88 MB 88 MBMemorize: www.ReXdl.comY were robbed! Explore this endless runner like TALKING Tom and TALKING ANGELA to chase the robber and get your gold back! Discover new worlds,
different styles of running and grab boosts on the go. Running pays off - you'll be able to build your own dream home from scratch... Run after the robber to recover his gold and build your dream homeUnlock new worlds with different runner mechanicsPlay with Tom, Talking Angela, Talking Ginger, Talking Hank and
Talking BenCrack Repositories to Earn Secret Mining and Prizes Saying Tom Gold Run Talking Tom and Friends This app contains: - The ability to use and communicate with friends through social networks - The ability to make in-app purchases - Alternative options for accessing all app features without making any
purchases in the app using real money (build progress, in-game functionality) - Promoting Products Depending on the player's progress - View videos of animated Outfit7 characters through YouTube integration - Links that direct customers to our websites and other Outfit7Join apps celebrating the Lunar Festival! Collect
the full moon and enjoy amazing rewards, including Lucky Angela and General Tom! Play a new time-limited event now! MOD Talking Tom: Gold Run is a 3D endless runner who is very similar to incredible subway surfers. In this game you play Talking Tom and all his friends (Angela, Hank, Ginger and Ben). Your goal
of course is to get as far as you can as well as collecting gold lingots along the way. Sliding your finger left or right on the screen moves the character from side to side. But swiping up or down makes you jump or slide on the ground accordingly. Using these simple controls, you have to dodge all the obstacles in your way:
trucks, fences, cars, walls... With the golden lingots you collect, you can upgrade the House of Talking Tom. The more you upgrade his house, the higher the score you will get. In addition, upgrading the house allows you to unlock new characters like Angela or Hank, two of Tom's friends. Talking Tom: Gold Run is a fun
and well made endless runner, although its one drawback is that it is too similar to Metro Surfers and other endless runners. It really doesn't offer anything new, and even the graphics feel all too familiar. Downloaded magicky Using HappyMod download Mod APK with 3x speed. Download Talking Volume Golden Run
Mod APK on HappyModDownload. Talking Tom Gold Run Mod is a working fashion test on our Android devices. In this fashion, you will get unlimited gold, gems and dynamite to build your home and unlock every home you need. And in this fashion, all the characters are unlocked, you can get a high level of your
duration tools. In the world, you will never be so easy to play Talking Tom Golden Run with this between fashion. Logging into a social account: Not supported by the game online or offline: Offline Root is necessary?: No license is needed?: No Installation Steps: 1) Download APK files on happymod.com. 2.) Set and
Read also: COC MOD. Fashion information: unlimited money and unlimited coins, private server. Talking Tom Gold Run Mod Talking Volume Golden Run Mod v4.6.1.742 (Lots of Money) Features: Plenty of Money Run to Chase a Robber and Explore explore Running Worlds Talking Tom Golden Run! Football fever is
here! That means running like football Tom and kicking off the Football Challenge in the default world. Score goals and win awards! Whether you are a kid, or just young at heart, this cool game will have you running, jumping, and getting EPIC ADRENALINE RUSH IN NO TIME ON ALL! GET READY, GET SET, RUN!
Come and have fun for free with this amazing endless runner! Chase after the robber who stole your gold and unlock new worlds. Do you have what it takes to run through all the worlds and win? It's not super easy to be the best, but we believe in you! Start running and racing right now. It's time to go for the gold! Run to
chase the robber - he has your gold! Use the gold bars you get back to build and upgrade the amazing home for Talking Tom and Friends! Ready homes will unlock new worlds just for you! So, what are you waiting for? Let's run for fun! ENJOY THE FUN OF TALKING TOM GOLD RUN✔ ENDLESS FUN: With endless
running, racing and snowboarding, the fun never ends!!! ✔ MISSIONS AND REWARDS: Win missions to get cool rewards! ✔ BUILD AMAZING HOMES: Use the gold bars you collect to build homes for Talking Tom and Friends!✔ UNLOCK NEW RUNNING WORLDS: Explore even more fun worlds when you update
your home!✔ RUN WITH SPECIAL CHARACTERS: Run even faster and do cool tricks with special characters! PLAY FOR FREE! This app contains:- The ability to use and communicate with friends through social networks; - The ability to shop in-app; - Alternatives to access all the features of the app without any
purchases in the app using real money (progress in the game, in-game functionality, etc.); - Promotions for Outfit7 products, as well as advertising; - Items to buy (available at different prices) using virtual currency, depending on player progress; - Video to watch in the title role of Outfit7 animated characters through
YouTube integration; and- Links that direct customers to Outfit7 websites and other apps. This app is certified by PRIVO. Privo Safe Harbor Seal indicates that Outfit7 has established privacy rules consistent with COPPA to protect children's personal information. Our apps prevent younger children from sharing their
information. Terms of use: policy: support protected email Download Infomation Size 89.1MB Version 4.6.1.742 Version Code 1050 Lang de es fr it ja q ko pt ru zh-CN zh-Hans-CN-CN zh-Hant-TW zh-TW Resolution WAKE_LOCK INTERNET ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE ACCESS_WIFI_STATE
RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED Resolution Text OTHER: Allows you to use PowerManager WakeLocks to keep the processor from sleeping or screen from blacking out. Allows apps to open network outlets. Allows apps to access network information. Lets app apps Wi-Fi network information. Allows the app to access
ACTION_BOOT_COMPLETED which is broadcast after the system is downloaded. Operating Systems Min Sdk 19 Min Sdk Txt Android 4.4 (KITKAT) Target Sdk 29 Target Sdk Txt 29 Multi Window Does not support screens small, normal, large, xlarge Cpu armeabi-v7a Open Gl Int 0 supports any density Yes density
120, 160, 213, 240, 320, 480, 640, 65534, 65535 Custom features uses Wi-Fi hardware features: the app uses 802.11 (Wi-Fi) features on the device. Uses non-Wi-Fi hardware features: The app uses 802.11 network (Wi-Fi) features on the device. Using the implied feature, the app requires the device to use portrait or
landscape orientation. If your app supports both orientations, then you don't need to announce either feature.#The the app uses 802.11 network (Wi-Fi) features on the device.Signature Md5 E89B158E4BCF988EBD09EB83F53 Signature 78 E87 61ed377E85D386A8DFEE6B864BD85B0BFAA5AF81 Sha256
A40DA80A59D170CAA950CF15C18C454D47A39B26989D8B640ECD745BA71BF5DC valid from Fri 29 Feb 02:33:46 CET 2008 to: B July 17 03:33:46 CEST 2035 Serial number 936eacbe07f201df Android Ou Android Organization Android Locale Mountain View Country US City California HappyMod Download 100%
of working mods. Fashion. talking tom gold run mod apk latest version. talking tom gold run mod apk latest version download. talking tom gold run latest mod apk download
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